
6380 & 6381 series
Features Benefits
 Ergonomic adjustment of  tilt, swivel and height 
adjustment.  

Maximum ergonomic adjustment and user 
comfort.

 Mouse support can be mounted to either the left 
or right side (or in the case of  clamp mount to  
the front edge) of  the keyboard tray.   

Right- or left-handed mousing.

Mouse fence with cable manager. Prevents mouse from slipping off tray.

Clamp mount designed for ¼" thick  
keyboard trays.

No modification to tray required.

Direct mount designed for ⅜" to ½" thick  
keyboard trays.

Mechanically attaches directly into the  
keyboard tray.

Available without mouse tray. Customizable with customer’s own mouse tray.

Wherever possible, recycled materials are  
used to manufacture components. Designed  
for disassembly and 100% recyclability.

Environmentally friendly.

6380DHeight 
Adjustable 
Mouse 
Support
The height adjustable mouse  
surface support was designed to  
provide the user with complete 
ergonomic adjustment. The tilt  
and swivel features and height 
adjustment above to below  
keyboard tray maximize both 
flexibility and user comfort.  



Height Adjustable Mouse Support 6380 & 6381 series

Notes: 1. Weight = packaged shipping weight per unit.  2. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Finish: Black
Code Compliance: Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards

Ancillary Products:
• The Height Adjustable Mouse Support is an ideal complement to the HDPE or Phenolic trays.

Model Description Height Range Weight

6380K   Clamp Mount (for ¼" thick keyboard tray) - no mouse tray 2.0" 0.3 lbs.

6380A Clamp Mount (for ¼" thick keyboard tray)  
- plastic mouse tray with mouse guard

2.0" 1.0 lbs.

6380D Clamp Mount (for ¼" thick keyboard tray)  
- phenolic mouse tray with mouse guard

2.0" 1.2 lbs.

6381K   Direct Mount - no mouse tray 2.0" 0.3 lbs.

6381A Direct Mount - plastic mouse tray with mouse guard 2.0" 2.0 lbs.
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